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Knowledge Organisers in
History
How can knowledge organisers be utilised
to embed historical subject knowledge and
revision techniques at KS3/4?
Greg Thornton – History Subject Leader
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Idea
Improve subject knowledge recall and application
of this at KS3/4
Developing a ‘useful’ homework which reduces
teacher workload.
Moving from ‘cramming’ to mastery
Embedding revision skills and core content
knowledge at KS3 to aid KS4 transition.
Idea and discussions by Joe Kirby on memory and
knowledge organisers (@joe__kirby)
https://pragmaticreform.wordpress.com/2013/1
1/16/memory/ and saw at SHP seminar
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The Knowledge Organiser
Each ‘fact’ is numbered for ease of revision
Definition
of era

Timeline
of events

Key
Concepts

Key
Terms
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Use across KS3-4
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Application

Homework set by 1 teacher
and used by all on SMHW.
Copy of KO uploaded
Weekly (KS4) or fortnightly
(KS3) testing as starter
Always 10 questions based
on application (spelling,
dates, definitions, 5 W’s)
Tested as part of assessment
for KS3 – 10-15 questions
from KO before exam q.
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High expectations, below
5 is classed as a fail.
Allows us to provide
accurate grade for
reports, GMS and overall
subject knowledge
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Reg

Gender

Surname Forename

Medieval Medicine /10

Medieval Medicine /10

Medieval Medicine /10

Ability

EAL

CLA

SEN Need

SEN Status

EVER 6

Scores are tracking in
marksheets with link to
BSG grades which are
colour coded

Surname Forename

Tracking

NA NA
6
10 10 8
10 10 9
10 10 9
10 10 9
10 10 9
9 10 8
10 10 9
10 9 9
10 10 9
8 6 8
10 7 8
10 7 10
10 8 9
10 10 9
9 9 8
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9 10 9
10 9 9
9 8 8
9 9 9
9 6 8
10 10 9
10 10 10
8 7 9
10 10 8
7 NA NA
9 10 8
10 10 10
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Revising with KO’s
• Students at KS3 raised
problem of struggling
to remember facts
• Created this with a
range of ‘memory’
activities to complete
– idea stolen from
Jenn Filson
• Uploaded to SMHW
• Aim to build
confidence from KS3
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Other uses…
Revision
• Students given a
blank copy that
they fill in
themselves
AfL
• Students create
quizzes for others
in class during
DIRT
• 5-a-day
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Other departments..Maths, Science & English
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Outcomes
1. Students homework completion
improving – easier to gain ‘buy
in’ from student – esp. boys
2. Good recall of key historical
subject knowledge & facts
3. Slowly improving application of
knowledge in assessments
4. Growing confidence in spelling
of key words from students
5. Reduced workload for
homework – shared making &
setting on SMHW
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Where next?

Yearly Assessment

Application

Used as part of yearly test – all topics from KS3
tested using multiple choice.

Big focus & challenge is the
application of this ‘knowledge’ in
assessment – how do we improve
this?

Low stakes but good divining rod on
understanding

Further reading
Joe Kirby
https://pragmaticreform.wordpress.com/2015/0
3/28/knowledge-organisers/
James Theo
https://othmarstrombone.wordpress.com/2015/
05/27/want-to-share-knowledge-organisers/

Knowledge Organiser - Topic One: Medieval Medicine 1250-1500
Key Words

Medieval Britain
1

Medieval Britain is the period between 1250-1500 also known as the 13th-16th
century. It is also known as the Middle Ages.

Key Events

9.

Superstition

A belief, not based on knowledge, but in the
supernatural like God, witchcraft or astrology.

10.

Monastery

A building where monks live, eat and pray

11.

Miasma

‘Bad air’ which was blamed for spreading disease

2

1123 – Britain's first hospital, St. Bartholomew's was set up in London

12.

Astrology

Study of the planets and its affect on humans

3

1348-49 – The Black Death affects England, kills 40% of population.

13.

Urine Chart

Used human urine to help diagnose an illness

4

1350 – Average life expectancy is 35 years of age

14.

Amulet

A charm that brought ‘protection’ from disease

5

1388 – Parliament passes the first law requiring streets and rivers to be kept
clean by the people.

15.

Purging

To rid the body of a ‘excess’ like blood or vomit

6

1400 – There were 500 hospitals in Britain

16.

Leeching

The use of leeches for drawing blood from patients

17.

Cupping

Using glass cups to draw blood to the surface

18.

Pilgrimage

A journey to a religious shrine and relics to show your
love of God and to cure an illness

19

Apothecary

A medieval pharmacists or chemist

20.

Physician

A male medically trained doctor

21.

Barber Surgeon

Untrained surgeon, who practiced basic surgery

22.

Wise woman

A female healer, who used magic or herbal remedies to
cure illnesses.

23.

Vademecum

A medieval ’medical’ book carried by doctors

24.

Herbal Remedy

Medicine made from plants with natural cures

25.

Trepanning

Cutting hole in the skull

26.

Rakers

Men hired to clean the streets of muck

27.

Epidemic

A widespread outbreak of a disease

28.

Black Death

A term to describe the bubonic plague

29.

Flagellant

People who whipped themselves to show god they
repented their sins and wanted mercy.

30.

Pestilence

A fatal epidemic disease, e.g. the Black Death

Key Concepts
6. The
Medieval
Church

7. The Four
Humours

The official religion of Britain was Roman Catholic and the church
was led by the Archbishop of Canterbury, who was answerable to
the Pope in Rome. Ideas and power was dominated by the
Church, they controlled education and the church played a
central part in daily life.
First suggested by Greek doctor Hippocrates. He believed the
body was made up of Four Humours, Black Bile, Yellow Bile,
Blood and Phlegm. These humours linked to the four elements
and seasons. Hippocrates believed if these humours became
unbalanced you would get ill, so you would need to rebalance the
four.
Galen, a Greek doctor working in Rome, continued the Four
Humours Theory and added his own ideas. His ‘Theory of
Opposites’ to heal illness suggested using opposites to cure the
humours, e.g. using hot to cure cold.

8. Medieval
Power

The emphasis in Medieval Britain was on authority, the King had
absolute power but the Church has considerable control. People
followed authority and would not question the views of
King/Church at risk to their own lives.

DIY Knowledge Organiser – What should students know about………………….
Period:

Key Events

Key Concepts

Key Words

6 Particle Model of Matter - Knowledge Organiser

Particle Motion in
Gases

Kinetic Theory

Density

Kinetic Theory - States of Matter

Liquid

Gas

Specific Heat Capacity
Internal Energy

Most dense
Incompressible
Fixed Shape
Particles vibrate
Medium density
Incompressible
Fits the shape of container
Particles move past each other
Least dense
Compressible
Fills the container
Particles move randomly

Key Equations (Grey = on equation sheet)
density, ρ, in kilograms per metre cubed,
kg/m3
mass, m, in kilograms, kg
volume, V, in metres cubed, m3
change in thermal energy =
mass × specific heat
capacity × temperature
change

change in thermal energy, ∆E, in joules, J
mass, m, in kilograms, kg
specific heat capacity, c, in joules per
kilogram per degree Celsius, J/kg °C
temperature change, ∆θ, in degrees Celsius,
°C.

energy for a change of state
= mass × specific latent heat

energy, E, in joules , J
mass, m, in kilograms, kg
specific latent heat, L, in joules per
kilogram, J/kg

pressure × volume =
constant

pressure, p, in pascals, Pa
volume, V, in metres cubed, m3
(To be covered in year 10)

Specific Latent Heat

Definitions

Changes of State

Physical
Change

A change that does not
produce a new substance.
If the change is reversed
the substance recovers its
original properties.

Internal
Energy

The total kinetic energy
and potential energy of all
the particles (atoms and
molecules) that make up a
system.

Specific
Heat
Capacity

The amount of energy
required to raise the
temperature of one
kilogram of the substance
by one degree Celsius.

Specific
Latent
Heat

The amount of energy
required to change the
state of one kilogram of
the substance with no
change in temperature.

Gas
pressure

When the molecules
collide with the wall of
their container they exert a
force on the wall. The total
force exerted by all of the
molecules inside the
container on a unit area of
the walls is the gas
pressure.

Evaporating/b
oiling

Temperature / oC

Solid

Pressure in Gases
(Physics only)

Condensing
Melting
Freezing

Energy / J

Changes of State
Solid

Liquid

Gas

Characters

Plot

Macbeth

Eponymous protagonist, ambitious and ruthless

Lady Macbeth

Defies expectations, strong and ambitious, but goes mad

Witches

Supernatural beings, prophesy, could represent conscience

Banquo

Act 1

M and Banquo meet witches, Cawdor executed, Lady M reads letter, taunts M, Duncan
arrives

Act 2

M kills Duncan, Malcolm flees, M crowned

M’s friend, sons prophesied to rule, killed and returns as ghost

Act 3

Banquo suspects M, murder of B, Fleance escapes, M haunted by B’s ghost at a banquet

Duncan

Good king, praises M at start, murdered in Act 2

Act 4

Macduff

Wife and children killed; kill M; born by caesarian

Witches show M future kings – sons of Banquo, Macduff’s family murdered, Malcolm
says he is dishonest to test Macduff’s loyalty

Malcolm

Heir to throne, good man, finally crowned

Act 5

Lady M sleepwalks, dies, Macduff kills M, Malcolm restored as King

Fleance

Banquo’s son, represent innocence and justice

Key quotes

Dramatic/Stylistic Devices
Soliloquy

One character speaking to audience; M uses to make audience complicit

Appearance/reality

Witches: Fair is foul and foul is fair (1.1)

Dramatic irony

Audience knows more than characters; audience knows D will die

M plots his crime

Macbeth: Stars, hide your fires/Let not light see my black and deep desires (1.4)

Hamartia

Tragic flaw; M’s could be easily influenced/ambition

Unnatural

Lady M: Come, you spirits… Unsex me here (1.5)

Hubris

Pride; M could be said to have this or Lady M

Hallucination

Macbeth: Is this a dagger I see before me? (2.1)

Catharsis

Purgation of pity and fear; happens at the end

Lady M is braver

Lady M: My hands are of your colour but I shame to wear a heart so white (2.2)

Anagnorisis

Recognition or the tragedy to come

Paranoid

Macbeth: To be thus is nothing but to be safely thus (3.1)

Peripetieia

Sudden reversal of fortune

Guilt

Macbeth: Full of scorpions is my mind dear wife (3.2)

Rhyme

Used by the witches to create chant-like, supernatural atmosphere

M hides info

Macbeth: Be innocent of the knowledge, dearest chuck (3.2)

Cyclical

Macbeth: Blood will have blood (3.4)

Tragic hero

Malcolm: This tyrant whose sole name blisters our tongue was once thought
honest (4.3)

Guilt/anxiety

Lady M: All the perfumes of Arabia will not sweeten this little hand (5.1)

Existential crisis

Macbeth: Life’s but a walking shadow, a poor player (5.5)

Betrayal of prophecy

Macbeth: I bear a charmed life (5.8)

Key themes
Fate and free will

Is the action pre decided?

Ambition

The Macbeths’ ambition drives the play

Appearance and reality

People and events are not always as they seem

Supernatural

Witches; ghosts; prophecies

Violence

Many battles throughout the play

Motifs
Nature

'Against the use of nature' (1.3); 'Tis unnatural,/ Even like the deed that's done’ (3.4); 'And his
gash'd stabs looked like a breach in nature‘ (3.1); 'Boundless intemperance/ In nature is a
tyranny’ (4.3)

Light and dark

'Stars, hid your fires; Let not light see my black and deep desires‘ (1.4); 'that darkness does the
face of earth entomb,/When living light should kiss it?‘ (4.2); ‘Come, seeling night,/ Scarf up the
tender eye of pitiful day‘ (3.2)

Children

'Your children shall be kings‘ (1.3); 'And pity, like a naked new-born babe,‘ (1.7); 'I have given
suck, and know / How tender 'tis to love the babe that milks me‘ (1.7); 'He has no children. All
my pretty ones?‘ (4.3)

Blood

'Make thick my blood‘ (1.5); 'And on thy blood and dungeon gouts of blood…/It is the bloody
business which informs thus to mine eyes’ (2.1); 'Will all great Neptune's ocean wash this blood
clean from my hand?‘ (2.1); 'Here's the smell of blood still.‘ (5.1)

Sleep

'Nature seems dead, and wicked dreams abuse / The curtain'd sleep‘ (2.1); 'There's one did laugh
in's sleep, and one cried 'Murder!'‘ (2.2); ‘Macbeth does murder sleep‘ (2.2); 'A great
perturbation in nature, to receive at once the benefit of sleep and do the effects of watching!‘
(5.1)

Dreams

'Art thou not, fatal vision, sensible / To feeling as to sight? (2.1); 'Hence, horrible shadow! Unreal
mockery, hence!‘ (3.4); 'Wash your hands; put on your nightgown; look not so pale! I tell you yet
again, Banquo's buried.‘ (5.1);
'My wife and children's ghosts will haunt me still‘ (5.7)

How do we revise with our Knowledge Organisers?
Record It
Record yourself on
your phone or tablet
reading out the
information. These
can be listened to as
many times as you
want!

Teach it!

Flash Cards

Teach someone your key
facts and the get them
to test you, or even test
them!

Write the key word or date on
one side and the explanation
on the other. Test your
memory by asking someone to
quiz you on either side.

Hide and Seek
Back to front
Write down the answers
and then write out what
the questions the
teacher may ask to get
those answers.

Practice!
Some find they remember
by simply writing the facts
over and over again.

Read through your
knowledge organiser, put
it down and try and write
out as much as you can
remember. Then keep
adding to it until its full!

Read Aloud
Simply speak the
facts and dates
out loud as you’re
reading the
Knowledge Organiser.
Even try to act out
some of the facts – it
really helps you
remember!

Sketch it
Draw pictures to
represent each
of the facts or
dates. It could
be a simple
drawing or
something that
reminds you of
the answer.

